WOLFE VIEWING AREA & PAVILLION CAFE
AREA OVERVIEW
With panoramic views over the River
Thames and London, Castle Hill and
the Wolfe Statue viewing area are
very much the iconic focal point of
Greenwich Park for most visitors. They
form significant components of the
Greenwich World Heritage Site.
The area around the Wolfe statue is
very popular with visitors to the park
- both for those visiting the Old Royal
Observatory, and for those enjoying
the historic panoramic view. Such
heavy footfall leads to severe damage
at the top of the hill: soil compaction,
worn grass areas, and large areas of
mud. The catering kiosk is poorly
situated and detracts from the setting
of the statue.
Further to the south, the Pavilion Cafe
(Locally-listed), dating from 1906, sits
within its own Tea Garden to the east
of Blackheath Avenue. A large and
incongruous storage facility detracts
from the setting of the Cafe and the
condition of adjacent mature trees.

One Tree Hill
Views obscured

- to north elevation
of Flamsteed House

- View to be retained to
Flamstead House
- Setting needs restoration /
reinvigorating

Trees dominating
Flamsteed House frontage
- Quercus sp.
- Ilex aquifolium
- Acer sp.

Introduce clear indication
of path gradient and length

- Remove selected trees leaving tussocky
grassland and thorn trees
- Restore acid gorse and heathland habitat

Consideration to restoring
axis planting

Scar / erosion down slope of Giant Steps
Awkward transition

- No consistent character or habitat

- Mix of ornamental tree / shrub
species, scrub and brambles and
1970s tree planting

Consideration to restoring
Giant Steps landform

Create consistent
vegetation type

- steps / slopes / ramps and
mixture of paving types

Ad-hoc planting

Incoherent landscape settting

Setting redesigned to
incorporate:

- Long term restoration strategy:
- Acid heath / gorse / scrub
- Acid woodland
- Strategic views though

- Seating integral with walls &
steps
- Consistent, high quality paving
treatment
- Rationalised levels
- Befitting setting to Wolfe
- Designing out muddy viewing
point

- Mixture of paving / tarmac / seats /
bench types / railings / bollards /
seating walls / white lines

Ad-hoc tree planting
- On approaches:
Prunus etc.

Poor tree health along
Blackheath Ave.

Sympathetic transition
- at path / paving level junctions

Ornamental sunken garden

Consideration of long
term aesthetics

- Ornamental / horticultural character
- Sheltered

- Replacement of the retaining walls
in Ornamental Sunken Garden

Café seating

Seating area

- Incongruous to
historic landscape

- Create an integrated
seating, cafe and landscape
design

Café

Winter views

- Severely compromised
by lack of storage
Juntion lacks identity
- Storage containers detract
- No signage or indication of route from cafe and landscape
significance
to Flamstead House
- No indication of gradient on
Accessible route
path
- Long and circuitous

Orientation & signage strategy

- Options to increase building
footprint to integrate store
or
- Stand alone bespoke store
possibly with integrated ice cream
coffee outlet

Possible Priority Interventions

Photography is the major activity

Fragmented landscape

Pavilion Cafe & Store

- To improve access

Fencing obstructs access and creates
fragmented landscape; interrupts
view from the north.

Wolfe Statue Viewing Area
• Consider high quality hard
landscape materials that reflects the
history of the site.
• Design the setting befitting of a
World Heritage Site to integrate
furniture and paving and remove
clutter and railings.
• Consider sympathetic design
mechanisms to control visitor
erosion at the top of the slope.

- Setting & seating renewed
and revitalised
- Opportunity for improved
views and management
- Fantastic interpretation
opportunity

Vegetation management

Lines of formal planting lost

Issues and Challenges
INITIAL THOUGHTS &
POSSIBLE PROPOSALS

One Tree Hill

Awkward junctions and
level changes.

Drive towards ‘edge’ and ‘in front’ leads
to erosion of hill and large areas of mud.

Site Observations: Viewing area and connection to Observatory

Pavilion Cafe
• Restore the significance of this
architectural heritage asset.
• Integrate landscape and seating area.

No activity here
Raised plinth creates
opportunity for elevation

99% activity here

Kiosk
unconnected

Spaces defined by Wolfe statue.
Opportunity to reduce dead space.
No seating provided. Too many bollards here.

Site Observations: Wolfe Statue plaza

Consider appropriateness of
hedges. Incorporate or remove in
the landscape redesign.

Consider integrating access and
boundaries, e.g. remove railings.
Site Observations: Pavillion Cafe and landscape

Greenwich Park Revealed
The past, the present and the future

Store and refrigeration units - relocate and
redesign in conjunction with building to
restore architectural significance and setting.

Seating poorly integrated into wider landscape consider a ‘garden setting’ to relate to architecture period.

